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Every action has a consequence in this fantasy tale that follows a couple fleeing their destiny 

Cerilla, the sheltered, castle-bound protagonist of this inventive and moving fantasy novel, is determined to
escape her bloody fate: marriage to a king who is to be sacrificed after she bears his child. But Cerilla makes
the monumental mistake of falling in love with her god-like husband to be—Arlen of the Sacred Isle—and
he with her. Arlen’s devoted comrade Lonn takes Arlen’s place so the lovers can flee. But their escape is just
the beginning of an odyssey marked by struggle and hardship as they cope with hyperboreal storms, near
starvation, and attack by a band of armed horsemen. As they journey across harsh and fantastic lands, finally
making a home beyond the Mountains of the Mysteries, Cerilla discovers how much she is willing to give up
in the name of love.
 
Featuring a mythical world where horses gallop across water and serpents live beneath the earth, Chains of
Gold is about finding your path in life, staying true to who you are, and the ultimate meaning of sacrifice.
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From reader reviews:

Vincent Cartagena:

Throughout other case, little persons like to read book Chains of Gold. You can choose the best book if you
appreciate reading a book. Given that we know about how is important a book Chains of Gold. You can add
expertise and of course you can around the world by just a book. Absolutely right, because from book you
can realize everything! From your country till foreign or abroad you will find yourself known. About simple
issue until wonderful thing you are able to know that. In this era, we can easily open a book or perhaps
searching by internet unit. It is called e-book. You can utilize it when you feel bored stiff to go to the library.
Let's examine.

Sylvia Dozier:

The book Chains of Gold make one feel enjoy for your spare time. You may use to make your capable much
more increase. Book can being your best friend when you getting stress or having big problem with your
subject. If you can make looking at a book Chains of Gold to be your habit, you can get considerably more
advantages, like add your current capable, increase your knowledge about many or all subjects. You could
know everything if you like available and read a e-book Chains of Gold. Kinds of book are a lot of. It means
that, science reserve or encyclopedia or other people. So , how do you think about this guide?

Pamela Cole:

What do you regarding book? It is not important along? Or just adding material when you really need
something to explain what the ones you have problem? How about your spare time? Or are you busy man or
woman? If you don't have spare time to complete others business, it is give you a sense of feeling bored
faster. And you have free time? What did you do? Every individual has many questions above. The doctor
has to answer that question mainly because just their can do that will. It said that about reserve. Book is
familiar in each person. Yes, it is suitable. Because start from on kindergarten until university need that
Chains of Gold to read.

Larry Luis:

Reading a reserve tends to be new life style on this era globalization. With studying you can get a lot of
information which will give you benefit in your life. Having book everyone in this world may share their
idea. Guides can also inspire a lot of people. A lot of author can inspire their very own reader with their story
or maybe their experience. Not only the storyline that share in the publications. But also they write about the
ability about something that you need illustration. How to get the good score toefl, or how to teach your
children, there are many kinds of book that you can get now. The authors nowadays always try to improve
their skill in writing, they also doing some research before they write with their book. One of them is this
Chains of Gold.
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